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Crochet Pattern * Baby-Toy „Amish Puzzle“
Amish is a religious group, living mainly in USA. Amish women are famous for their traditional Patchwork crafts. This baby 
toy is sewn originally patchwork style. 
Dedri Uys created a crochet pattern for this Amish puzzle. Our lamb Crissy helped me with this tutorial - Multi-Culture 
Teamwork so-to-say >;o) Thank you!

Material: Any leftover yarn, at least 3 colors. For a very big ball (appr. 44 cm circumference) I used Omega Plus by LANG 
Yarns (Mikrofiber, 75 m per 50 g).

Hook size: Use 1 mm smaller than recommended for your yarn. I used 4 mm for Omega Plus. 

Cones (12x) Color 1
Cast on chain 2

Row q  3 single crochets into the 2nd chain from the hook =>3 Stitches

Row w  1 turning chain; 2 single crochets into every stitch (=double every stitch) =>6 Stitches

Row e  1 turning chain; double every 2nd stitch =>9 Stitches

Row r 1 turning chain; double every 3rd stitch =>12 Stitches

Row t 1 turning chain; double every 4th stitch =>15 Stitches

Row y 1 turning chain; double every 5th stitch =>18 Stitches

Row u 1 turning chain; double every 6th stitch =>21 Stitches

Row i 1 turning chain; double every 7th stitch =>24 Stitches

Row o 1 turning chain; double every 8th stitch =>27 Stitches

Row  1 turning chain; double every 9th stitch =>30 Stitches

Chain 1, cut yarn with appr. 20 cm, pull thread through last chain.
Fold every half circle in the middle and sew together on one side with the ending thread forming a cone.

You are cordially invited to share and spread this free tutorial. Furthermore you are allowed to use and sell items made from this tutorial ad libitum.

Videos 
(Click on a Link to view 
Video)

Videos 1+2+3

German
Video Häkelkurs
Mehr Videos „Häkeln“

Galerie 

Here you can show your 
Amish Puzzle.

http://www.lookatwhatimade.net/crafts/patterns/crochet-amish-puzzle-ball/
http://www.nadelspiel.com/2012/03/17/marz-mystery-bonus-mitgliedschaft-gewinnen/16412/
http://www.nadelspiel.com/haekeln/video-haekelkurs/
http://www.nadelspiel.com/haekeln/videos-haekeln/
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.330994803625169&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.330994803625169&type=1
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Band with Leaves (3x) Color 2
Cast on chain 2

Row q  2 single crochets into the 2nd chain from the hook =>2 Stitches

Row w  1 turning chain; 1 single crochet into every stitch

Row e  1 turning chain; 2 single crochets into every stitch (=double every stitch) =>4 Stitches

Row r 1 turning chain; 1 single crochet into every stitch

Row t 1 turning chain; double 1st and last stitch =>6 Stitches

Row y + u + i + o 1 turning chain; 1 single crochet into every stitch

Row  1 turning chain; crochet together 1st + 2nd stitch, 2 x 1 single crochet, crochet together 5th + 6th stitch =>4 Stitches

Row  1 turning chain; crochet together 1st + 2nd stitch and 3rd and 4th stitch =>2 Stitches

Row  1 turning chain; 1 single crochet into every stitch

Row  Crochet together the last 2 stitches =>1 Stitch

Repeat rows q to  3 times, the result is a band with 4 leaves. Chain 1, cut yarn with appr. 20 cm, pull thread through last 
chain.

Make 3 of those bands.

Connect & Finish Color 3
Fold 4 cones in the middle, so that the seam points towards right and mark the middle stitch on the opposite of the seam. 

Now crochet together half of the border of one leaf with single crochets with half of the opening of one cone. You have to ba-
lance a few stitches eventually. The Ende of one side of the leaf should match the marker of the cone. Take the next cone and 
proceed like before.

After the 4th cone you close the band with a slip stitch into the first single crochet to form a ring. Now proceed crocheting 
together the other halves of the leaves and the cones. Whenever you have closed half of the remaining border of one cone, you 
stuff it. Continue closing the border. Proceed with the next cone.

Work the 2nd and the 3rd ring the same way. Sew in ending threads properly.

Now put one ring crosswise over the other. Align the tip of the cones so that they point towards the center of the ball. Put the 
3rd ring over the ball - again crosswise and align the tip of the cones towards the center too.

You are cordially invited to share and spread this free tutorial. Furthermore you are allowed to use and sell items made from this tutorial ad libitum.

Help & Hints

Join our Facebook 
Group „knitaholics“ 
where you always find 
someone, who is willing 
to help...

lila & eliZZZa wish you 
happy crocheting and 
much fun with this 
pattern!
Show us your results at 
our  nadelspiel 
playground!

http://www.facebook.com/groups/nadelspiel
http://www.facebook.com/groups/nadelspiel
mailto:eliZZZa%40nadelspiel.com?subject=Mail%20aus%20PDF-Anleitung
http://www.nadelspiel.com/uber-lila/
http://www.nadelspiel.com/uber-lila/

